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“Massive Head Wound Harry” is one of my favorite skits on Saturday
Night Live”. Have you ever seen it? No worries if you have not. Ma=hew has a
short episode queued-up. Though it is a bit gross, I think it is a beauEful and
humorous lead-in to our message this this morning about psychology, more
speciﬁcally, neurobiology, and how it can contribute to the growth and
deepening of our spiritual lives.
h=ps://www.nbc.com/saturday-night-live/video/massive-head-wound-harry/
3505897
I hope you liked the video. “Massive Head Wound Harry” poses a crucial
quesEon for us as people of faith: Which are we? Bodies or Souls? Stated in
other words, are we ‘material’ beings or are we ‘spiritual’ beings?

Some people are under the false impression that science has proved the
“Nothing Bu=ery” theory. The “Nothing Bu=ery” theory states that we are
‘nothing but’ our physical selves. The “Nothing Bu=ery” theory says that we
are ‘nothing but’ a collecEon of atoms, molecules, complex compounds, bones,
sinews, muscles, nerves, and Essue.1 Indeed, I had this feeling last Tuesday as I
watched and listened to my heart beat for forty minutes during an
echocardiogram. I watched valves open and close, walls pulse, and blood being
pumped on a shockingly consistent basis. Watching, I wondered, am a just a
miraculous mechanical machine?
On the other hand, another theory says that we are all spiritual beings.
Our bodies are but shells, places we inhabit for a short Eme and eventually
discard. SomeEmes this view is expressed with phrases such as ‘mind over
ma=er’ or ‘home is where your heart is’.

1 John Ortberg, “Can Neuroscience Help Us Disciple Anyone: Brain Science and the Renewal of Your Mind”,
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Descartes once said, “I think, therefore I am”. In other words, we are ethereal
beings and our bodies are irrelevant and disposable dwellings. If we think
about it, “Massive Head Wound Harry” suggests that we are spiritual more
than we are material. NoEce Harry’s personality, acEons, naïveté, emoEons,
and demeanor are unchanged by the physical damage caused by his injury.

Even the Golden Retriever tugging at his scalp fails to cause him any pain.
Wouldn’t you agree that “Massive Head Wound Harry” deﬁnitely ascribes to
the ‘mind over ma=er” philosophy? I think so. Harry could be considered a
modern-day GnosEc.
Our faith tradiEon, ChrisEanity, does not agree with either philosophy.
Or, rather, it agrees with both!

Therefore, we are what one might call ‘dualists’. We believe we are both
physical and spiritual – and both are important! Genesis says so when God
breathed life into Adam. Ezekiel said so when in the valley the Spirit
reconsEtuted the dry bones of God’s people. Jesus proved so by the example of
his resurrecEon. Paul said so when he lamented ‘the thorn’ that tested him.
Indeed, we say so, when we celebrate Christ’s incarnaEon in Jesus at the Lord’s
Table each month.
You may be surprised to learn that psychology, more speciﬁcally,
neuroscience, agrees with our faith tradiEon.

“Neuroscience studies the nervous system in general and the brain in
parEcular. Neurobiology looks at the chemistry of cells and their interacEons.”2
In my research for this message, I learned that neuroscience teaches us
something very important about the mind: the intellect and will (the capacity
to have abstract thought and to choose) are immaterial.3 That the intellect and
will are immaterial were proved by two experiments.

In order to treat epilepsy, a Noble Prize-winning neurosurgeon severed a
bundle of brain ﬁbers called the corpus callosum and by doing so separated
one half of the brain from the other. Despite severing the brain in two, the
paEents remained one person. “The persons’ intellect and will – what we
might call the soul – remained undivided”.4
In another experiment, a surgeon did brain surgery with paEents awake
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(you can do that because the brain itself does not feel pain). The surgeon
realized that by sEmulaEng certain parts of the brain, he could cause reacEons
(such as seizures or reﬂexes) or sensaEons (such as Engling) thus proving that
we are in part material and mechanical. Yet, the surgeon realized he could
never cause or sEmulate reason, or thought. In fact, when the surgeon
sEmulated a reﬂex, the paEents always knew that something that was being
done to them rather than by them. The conclusion was: the intellect and the
will – that are not the brain – cannot be sEmulated with the brain. This
dismisses the materialist point of view that says we are simply mechanical and
aﬃrms the dualist perspecEve: we are “material beings with immaterial
souls”.5

Now all of this is just fascinaEng from an intellectual perspecEve, but
how does it relate to our faith? Well, let us think about something. When
typing this sermon, I am not looking at the keyboard. Instead, I am almost
insEncEvely, without thinking, typing words. And even if you can’t type, like Bill
McCarty, most of us can Ee our shoes automaEcally, without overt conscious

5 Michael Egnor, “More than Material Minds”, Chris&anity Today, September 14, 2018.
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thought. Most of us are able to have a conversaEon with a passenger and be
totally ﬁne driving a vehicle, operaEng the gas and brake almost without
conscious thought. These realizaEons lead us to conclude that most of our
behaviour is governed by habits imprinted on our brains. Indeed, neuroscience
teaches that most of our behaviors are actually habitual.

NeuroscienEsts call the process whereby a brain converts a sequence of acEon
into a rouEne acEvity ‘chunking’. If leading a faithful and moral life is a goal of
our ChrisEan faith, it follows then that that which is desirable has to be made
into a habit or a rouEne. To avoid sin and to foster discipleship, we need to
‘chunk’ our faith – pracEce it regularly, rouEnely, and habitually.

The apostle Paul, other than being an amazing theologian, was perhaps a
be=er psychologist. Paul really understood human behavioral idiosyncrasies. In
Romans 7:15-20, the apostle Paul stated:

“I

do not understand what I do […] For I have the desire to do what is good, but

I cannot carry it out. 19 For I do not do the good I want to do, but the evil I do
not want to do—this I keep on doing. 20 Now if I do what I do not want to do, it
is no longer I who do it, but it is sin living in me that does it”. Paul is saying that
we are osen guided by terrible habits. In an extreme form, these habits are
called ‘addicEons’. Sin gets into our habits. Sin gets into our neuropathways.

I worked in a homeless shelter for three years before working in Africa. I
a=ended many 12-step groups with my clients. I noEced that the 12-step
groups appeal to forming new habits, and not to willpower. One Presbyterian

minister states aptly, “Habits eat willpower for breakfast”.6 Think about it this
way.

I have run the Comrades ultramarathon seven Emes. It is a twelve-hour race.
One cannot complete the race with willpower alone. Never. One has to train
for months, acquire what is known as ‘muscle memory’. One’s body learns
through habit and strengthening to run the race. Same goes for playing the
cello. We can’t will ourselves to play the cello. We need to develop habits over
years to master the mind and body.

Discipleship, or a life of faith, is similar to running a marathon or playing
the cello. It has to be a habit imprinted on our brains. We must develop
spiritual pracEces to develop posiEve spiritual habits. Catholics are especially
a=uned to the neuroscience of spirituality whereas we as Protestants are
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especially weak. MeditaEon, prayer, worship, service, silence, contemplaEon,
devoEons: all of these are spiritual habits that must be pracEced, honed, and
allowed to encompass our lives.

As a ﬁrst step toward your spiritual habit, may I ask that you read
Romans 12:1-5 several Emes this week. Thereaser, answer for yourself, ‘what
spiritual habit will enable me to oﬀer my body as a living sacriﬁce and thus be
transformed by the renewal of my mind”?
This is the word of God, and it was delivered to the people of God, and
the people of God responded, “Amen”.

